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Abstract. User activity reconstruction is a technique used in digital
forensic investigation. Using this technique, digital forensic investigators
extract a list of user activities from digital artifacts confiscated at the
crime scene. Based on the list, explicit knowledge about the crime, such
as motive, method, time, and place, can be deduced. Until now, activ-
ity reconstruction has been conducted by manual analysis. This means
that the domain of the reconstructed activities is limited to the personal
knowledge of the investigators, so the result exhibits low accuracy due to
human errors , and the process requires an excessive amount of time. To
solve these problems, this paper proposes a digital forensic framework-
SigDiff for automated user activity reconstruction. This framework uses
a signature-based approach. It comprises an activity signature genera-
tion module, signature database, digital artifact collection module, and
activity reconstruction module. Using SigDiff, the process of user activ-
ity reconstruction can be performed accurately with a high retrieval rate
and in a reduced time span.

Keywords: digital forensic framework, activity reconstruction, signature-
based forensics.

1 Introduction

With the increasing use of personal digital devices, the number of crimes that
use digital devices as tools is rising. Criminals use digital devices to find in-
formation about victims or buy drugs and weapons. In some cases, the digital
devices are used as tools for cybercrimes, such as information leakage and phish-
ing. To respond to such crimes, investigators from governments and enterprises
use digital forensic techniques. The investigators analyze digital devices to ex-
tract digital artifacts such as Web search histories and program histories . These
artifacts can be evidence of user activities that were performed on the device.
Using the extracted activity information, the investigators plan the direction of
the investigation or present the artifacts to a court as proof of the guilt of a
suspect.

According to FBI statistics [1], the number of digital forensic investigations
and the storage size per case are increasing (Fig.1).The rise in storage size means
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Fig. 1. Increases in the number of digital forensic examinations and storage size

that the time required for each analysis is increasing. Garfinkel [2] classified this
problem as the upcoming digital forensic crisis that needs to become a focus.

To solve the problem, digital forensic investigators use digital forensic tools
to analyze digital artifacts. These tools abstract the digital data into easily
understandable formats or automatically extract some important information.
For example, listing the files on a disk or extracting an Internet history are
frequently used functions of digital forensic tools.

However, the current tools only list the artifacts that are extracted from dig-
ital devices. This means that the reasoning process about what user activity
generated the artifact is still manual work for an investigator. For example,
when a user executes a messenger software on a digital device, the software will
leave file and registry artifacts on the device. Current digital forensic tools only
display the list of file and registry artifacts to the investigator. To deduce the
messenger activity, the investigator should have additional knowledge about the
relationship between the artifacts and the messenger activity.

The manual process causes the following problems: first, the domain of the
reconstructed activities is highly limited by the personal knowledge and expe-
rience of the investigators; second, the activity reconstruction process is time-
consuming, and the results suffer from low accuracy.

In this paper, we propose a digital forensic framework SigDiff to solve the
problems of manual user activity reconstruction. This framework adopts the
signature-based approach that is widely used for rapid but precise identification
of data in numerous systems, such as antivirus engines or intrusion detection
systems. SigDiff comprises an activity signature generation module, activity sig-
nature database, digital artifact collection module, and activity reconstruction
module. Using these components, SigDiff accumulates user activity signatures
based on a predefined activity model with corresponding artifacts. The activity
signatures are used in digital forensic investigation for automated user activity
reconstruction with a higher retrieval rate, increased accuracy, and reduced time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
background on digital forensics and user activity reconstruction. Section 3 intro-
duces previous work on signature-based user activity reconstruction. Section 4
provides a detailed description of SigDiff and its components. Section 5 presents
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the proof-of-concept tools and evaluation results. Finally, in Section 6 we list
future research directions with our conclusions.

2 Background

When a digital device is used , the user gives the device some input for a spe-
cific purpose. The digital device processes the series of inputs and displays the
respective results to the user. In the process, some artifacts will be left on the
physical media of the device.

For example(Fig.2), the user may want to send messages to someone. Web
browser software is used to access the Website of a messenger, download a client
installer package, install the messenger, logon to the messenger, and send mes-
sages. When this series of user activities is conducted, the Web browser software,
messenger installation package, and messenger client may leave Internet history,
registry, and file artifacts [3].

Digital forensics is the process in which investigators collect digital devices
from a crime scene, recover artifacts from the devices, reconstruct suspect activ-
ities from the artifacts, and present the artifacts or devices to a court as evidence
for the activities.

Fig. 2. Example of process for digital device utilization

In the previous example, the user may be under indictment for technology
leakage. Investigators confiscate the digital device of the user and extract ar-
tifacts from the device. From the artifacts, the investigators can reconstruct a
series of user activities that are related to the instant messaging.

The digital forensic investigation is performed by means of a predefined inves-
tigational procedure(Fig.3). Numerous procedural models have been published
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Fig. 3. DFRWS model with readiness phase

and adopted by various organizations. In this paper, the DFRWS model [4] pro-
posed in the first Digital Forensic Research Workshop (DFRWS) is adopted,
with an additional forensic readiness phase [5].

First, in the readiness phase, the organization prepares detailed procedures,
tools, and human resources to prepare for an investigation. In the identifica-
tion phase, the organization identifies an incident and arranges resources for an
investigation. Subsequently, investigators preserve the crime scene and collect
digital devices during preservation and collection phases. In the examination
and analysis phases, the investigators gather meaningful information from the
media seized. Finally, in the presentation phase, the investigators present the
information and evidence to the court for a decision.

Typically, the collected evidence consists of physical media that store data
in a bitwise manner. In the analysis phase, the investigators should interpret
sequences of bits to obtain more meaningful information. In other words, the
investigators abstract the data from bit level to a higher level. This process has
been defined as digital forensic abstraction by Carrier [6].

Fig. 4. Example of Carriers abstraction layers with a user layer for an HTML file

In Carriers model, the data on physical media can be successively abstracted
into a media management layer, file system layer, and application layer. For
some digital forensic investigations, there are requirements for one or more layers
that describe user activity. For example(Fig.4), HTML data abstracted in the
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application layer may be interpreted as a temporary Internet file that was created
by user activity for email composition. The data abstracted in the user layer
are useful for digital investigations that target a person. Using the abstracted
activities, such as for Web searches, email, and SNS, the investigators can easily
deduce information such as the characteristics, mentality, or recent location of
the suspect.

To move efficiently up the abstraction levels, some digital forensic tools such as
EnCase [7] and FTK [8] have been developed. These tools are widely used in the
field by real forensic investigators. The tools interpret the collected physical-level
digital data into a human readable format, mostly at the application level.

However, most current tools do not support abstraction from the application
level to the user level. Consequently, investigators necessarily analyze millions of
application-level artifacts by a manual process. These circumstances cause the
following problems:

1. Excessive Time Consumption
The investigators primarily identify application-level artifacts individually.
In the example of the HTML file, the investigator first extracts some mean-
ingful words from the file name and file data. After that, information is
gathered from the words and the source activity is deduced. Although there
are keyword-based searching techniques [9], timeline-based approaches [10]
and visualization techniques [11] for reducing the amount of data to analyze,
this manual process still requires an excessive amount of time.

2. Low Retrieval Rate
To deduce the source activity, investigators should have previous knowledge
of the activity. In other words, investigators are unlikely to retrieve activi-
ties for domains that are unfamiliar. Moreover, in most cases, no meaning-
ful words from an artifact can be recognized by the investigator, causing a
disregard of the artifact. For these reasons, a considerable number of user
activities are omitted in the analysis phase, resulting in a low retrieval rate.

3. Decreased Accuracy
The fact that the activity reconstruction process is performed manually
means that there can be human errors. Investigators may misunderstand
the meaning of extracted words, resulting in an incorrect result. Although
there are examination environments such as Vise [12], the examination is
difficult to perform for the entire reasoning process due to the limitation of
available time.

3 Related Work

To solve the problems of time consumption, retrieval rate, and accuracy, there
has been work that shares information about artifacts and source activities. The
researchers have analyzed user activities with frequently used applications such
as messengers [13] and Internet download managers [14]. With the information
gathered, some tools have started to support limited user activity abstraction; for
example, the extraction of USB storage activities [15] or Internet activities[16].
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Despite the efforts that have been made, the amount of shared information is
still insufficient, and the tools that provide fixed extraction functions have lim-
ited scalability. Thus, a scalable automated digital forensic system that rapidly
performs activity reconstruction with a high retrieval rate and high accuracy is
required. James[17] and Hargreaves[18] adopted a signature-based approach to
solve the problems. Using the signature-based approach, the signature of infor-
mation is stored in a database that is queried when the information is required.
This approach has the advantage that known information can be searched in a
fast but accurate way, and it has been adopted in various identification systems
such as antivirus software and IDS/IPS . Although the retrieval rate is limited by
the size of the database, at least this system is scalable and retrieves information
effectively.

James[17] has proposed a novel approach to signature-based activity recon-
struction. A simple activity is performed repeatedly in a virtual machine, and
then artifacts with changed timestamps are filtered out. The signature is gener-
ated using the generalized path string of the artifact. Hargreaves [18] proposed
a script-based signature generation method. The signature is applied to the ar-
tifact super-timeline to reconstruct higher-level events.

The previous work on signature-based user activity reconstruction was fo-
cused on adopting the approach for digital forensics, thus simple methods of
activity signature generation were proposed. In this paper, we continue the work
to describe a signature-based digital forensic framework that covers the entire
procedure for user activity reconstruction. Using this framework, investigators
can automatically reconstruct complex user activities in a significantly reduced
timespan, but with a higher retrieval rate and increased accuracy.

4 SigDiff: Signature-Based Digital Forensic Framework

SigDiff, the signature-based digital forensic framework, is composed of the follow-
ing parts (Fig.5): an activity signature generation module, an activity signature
database, a digital artifact collection module, and an activity reconstruction
module.

The activity signature generation module is used to construct the activity sig-
nature database. This module is used in the forensic readiness phase. It generates
signatures using a predefined user activity model and sends those signatures to
the database. The digital artifact collection module is used in the collection phase
of a digital investigation. It extracts artifacts from a collected digital device or
directly collects artifacts from a live digital device. The activity reconstruction
module matches the collected artifacts to the signatures stored in the database
and reconstructs the user activity timeline. This module is used in the forensic
examination and analysis phase.

4.1 Activity Signature Generation

The activity signature generation module performs a series of processes to gen-
erate a user activity signature (Fig.6).
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Fig. 5. SigDiff architecture

Fig. 6. Procedures for activity signature generation

First, in the activity model definition phase, the investigator defines the user
activity model. Using the model, the module extracts artifacts of the activity
model, generates the signature, and stores the signature in the activity signature
database.

Activity Model Definition. When a user generates events such as mouse
or keyboard input, the application processes the corresponding tasks. In the
process, the application may leave artifacts on physical media. A user activity is
a series of user-level events(Fig.7) performed for a single purpose. For example,
when a user performs an activity defined as Install messenger software, a series of
user inputs from clicking on Next and Finish buttons will be sent to the software
installer. The software installer receives the inputs and writes messenger files on
the physical media of the device. After the activity has been performed, there
will be installed files. In other words, the Activity artifacts.

The ideal case of user activity definition is that the defined user activity
includes only a single user-level event. For example, user inputs for clicking
buttons of the installer may be defined as multiple activities such as first clicking
the Next button and then clicking the Finish button. However, in this case, the
number of activities defined will be too large, and the time required for defining
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Fig. 7. Model for user activity and its artifacts

activities will be excessive. Thus, the investigator may bind a series of events
that are performed for the same purpose, and define this as one activity.

There are two approaches for defining user activities with respect to corre-
sponding user events: the model-first approach and the event-first approach.

Model-First Approach. In the model-first approach, the user activity model for
a topic is first defined. The activity model is a sort of usage scenario and is
formulated in a finite-state machine (FSM). Each state of the FSM is a state
after some activity has been conducted. Each transition function represents an
activity, which is a series of user events. For example, a simple activity scenario
for a messenger can be defined with the model in (Fig.8). Once an activity model
is defined, a series of user events is defined for each transition function.

Using the model-first approach, the activity artifact required by the investiga-
tion can be extracted quickly and with flexibility. In other words, this approach
is adequate when the investigator has a crime situation composed of a series of
activities.

Event-First Approach. In the event-first approach, a series of user-level events
for a topic is first collected. The activity model FSM is defined with refined
events. If the user events are collected from a large number of users, then the
activity model can reflect a trend in user activity. Monitoring, collecting user
events, and interpreting the events as user behavior at the user interface are
research areas of human-computer interfaces[19]. Further research is required
from a digital forensics perspective.

Activity Artefacts Extraction. The activity artifacts extraction process is
performed on the basis of the predefined user activity model. In this framework,
the user events are replicated on a virtual machine to extract the respective
activity artifacts. In the virtual machine, an extraction method based on either
state comparison or system monitoring is used to extract activity artifacts.
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Fig. 8. Example of a messenger activity model

State-Comparison-Based Extraction. Using the state-comparison-based extrac-
tion method (Fig.9), a set of virtual machine snapshots is generated correspond-
ing to the states in the predefined user activity model. Thus, the differences
between two connected snapshots can be regarded as artifacts of an activity.

Fig. 9. State-comparison-based extraction

System-Monitoring-Based Extraction. The system-monitoring-based extraction
method (Fig.10) does not save all the snapshots. A series of user inputs from the
activity model is performed continuously. However, the alterations generated in
the virtual machine are monitored in real time. For example, system tracking
functions such as CreateFile or RegCreateKey in Windows are called to extract
artifacts. Once all the activities in a model are performed, sets of artifacts and
user activities are matched.
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Fig. 10. System-monitoring-based extraction

The comparison-based extraction method has the advantage of scalability. If
the source activity model is extended, the new activities and states can easily
be added to the saved virtual machine snapshots. However, additional time is
consumed for creating and comparing the snapshots. The monitoring-based ap-
proach is good for rapid artifact extraction, because the time consumption for
snapshots can be reduced. Moreover, it can track the source applications of ar-
tifacts for background noise filtering. However, this approach does not respond
easily to extension of the source activity model. For all approaches, the artifact
refinement process is required for eliminating background noises, as mentioned
by James [17]. However, the artifacts that rarely appear cannot simply be omit-
ted, because such an artifact may be a unique sign of a specific activity. In this
framework, the artifact extraction for an activity model is performed multiple
times. The frequency of an artifact for all repetitions is counted as the appear-
ance probability and will be provided to the investigator. The background noise
artifact, which is defined as the artifact that matches multiple activities in the
database, is eliminated in the reconstruction phase.

Activity Signature Generation. An artifact is generally composed of times-
tamps, metadata, and data. For example, a file artifact in a file system is com-
posed of the file data, the file path, the size as metadata, and timestamps of
reading, writing, and creation. The activity signature is generated using these
elements. For example, the NSRL of the NIST [20] uses hashed file data as the
signature, James [17] used the path string, and Hargreaves [18] used various
sources to generate a script as the signature.

In this paper, we use a predefined variable table to partially automate the sig-
nature generation procedure. First, the investigator defines a table that contains
multiple variables such as environment values, specific paths, or user informa-
tion. Each variable is composed of a tag and a value. The tag is simply the
name of the variable. The value is a regular expression that describes the corre-
sponding artifact string, which can be metadata such as the file path or a string
extracted from the data. The source of the artifact string is dependent on the
type of artifact. Table 1 is an example of a variable table.
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Table 1. Example of variable table

Tag Value

<name> Investigator12

<userID> invID12

<keywords> KeywordA|KeywordB

<%TEMP%> C:\\Users\\Investigator12\\AppData\\Local\\Temp

<%IE TEMP%> C:\\Users\\Investigator12\\AppData\\Local\\
Microsoft\\Windows\\Temporary Internet Files\\

Content.IE5\\[a-zA-Z0-9]{8}

Algorithm 1. Signature generation algorithm

1: procedure Signature Generation(Artifact strings A[0...n], Variables V [0...m])
2: while i from 0 to n do
3: while j from 0 to m do
4: S[i]← Replace Matched(A[i], V [j]) � S = list of signatures
5: end while
6: end while
7: return S
8: end procedure
9: procedure Replace Matched(Artifact string a, Variable v)
10: find matching part of a, v.regex
11: s← replace matching part of a to v.tag � s = signature
12: return s
13: end procedure

Using the predefined variable table, each artifact string is compared with a
regular expression for every variable. If a matching part of the artifact string is
found, then that part is replaced with the tag of the matching variable. The activ-
ity signature is the processed artifact string. Algorithm 1 describes the process.
Table 2 contains examples of artifact strings and the corresponding signatures
that are generated using the variable table described in table 1. The generated

Table 2. Examples of artifact strings and signatures

Artifact string Signature

C:\Users\Investigator12\AppData\ <%TEMP%>\<keywords>\<userID>.log
Local\Temp \keywordA\invID12.log

C:\Users\Investigator12\AppData\ <%IE TEMP%>siteLogo.gif
Local\Microsoft\Windows\

Temporary Internet Files\Content.IE5\
ZG8IPVA7\siteLogo.gif

Computer\HKEY CURRENT USER\ Computer\HKEY CURRENT USER\
Software\keywordA\invID12\key Software\<keywords>\<userID>\key

http://www.keywordA.com/view.php? http://www.<keywords>.com/view.php?
userid=invID12&mode=sendFile userid=<userID>&mode=sendFile
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activity signatures are sent to the activity signature database with some infor-
mation, such as the activity model topic, activity model, and corresponding user
inputs.

4.2 Digital Artefact Collection Module

The digital artifact collection module lists artifacts from media acquired at the
crime scene. This can be performed on a live system or from a media image. The
listed artifacts are generated as signatures by the method, which is exactly the
same as the method that was used in the activity signature generation phase
before the incident. The extracted artifact signatures are sent to the activity
reconstruction module for analysis.

4.3 Activity Reconstruction Module

The activity reconstruction module queries the activity signature database with
the artifact signatures extracted from the crime scene. If matching signatures are
found, the database sends the corresponding information about the activities.
Typically, the number of artifact signatures extracted from the crime scene ex-
ceeds one million. Although the reconstruction can be performed automatically,
the time consumption is still excessive.

Traditional searching techniques based on time, category, or keyword can
be applied to accelerate the reconstruction. Based on the timestamps of the
artifacts, the investigator can request the information for an artifact that is
used in a specific or recent timeline. To perform the search based on a category
or keyword, the investigator submits a specific keyword to the database and
receives a list of all related signatures. The acquired list of signatures is searched
for the artifact signatures extracted from the crime scene. If a matching signature
is found, then the information about the signature will be requested from the
activity signature database. The reconstruction time can also be reduced by a
frequency-based method. First, the database calculates the list of frequently used
artifacts of directory or registry paths, such as the %Program Files% directory or
the HCU\Software registry key. After that, the list is sent to the reconstruction
module in order of priority. Using these acceleration methods, the extracted
artifacts can be automatically abstracted as user activities with a high retrieval
rate and high accuracy in a reduced time.

5 Implementation and Evaluation

For proof-of-concept, tools were implemented for each module. Figure 11 is a
screenshot of the activity signature generation tool that modeled user activities
on the topic TrueCrypt. The tool is based on the model-first approach with
activity artifacts extraction based on state comparison. It supports automated
signature generation for files, registry, and Internet history. The generated sig-
natures are sent to a signature database.
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Fig. 11. Activity signature generation tool

Figure 12 is a result screen of the activity reconstruction tool after some
messenger activities were automatically reconstructed. The tool compares arti-
fact signatures extracted from the crime scene with those stored in the activity
signature database.

Fig. 12. Activity reconstruction tool

Using the tools, we designed multiple user activity models, including Google
search, Gmail, MSNMessenger, Dropbox, and TrueCrypt as well as some popular
Korean applications and Web services. During the signature generation phase,
we generated 5000 more file artifact signatures from the activity models. For an
evaluation, the signatures were tested on a machine so that all the modeled
activities were performed. As a result, 100% of the activity signatures were
successfully extracted from 85,000 file artifacts in 19.5 s on average.

6 Conclusion and Future Research Directions

In this paper, we proposed a novel signature-based digital forensic framework that
assists investigators to reconstruct user activities automatically.We presented not
only the processes in each module of the framework but also techniques for effi-
cient and effective user activity reconstruction.Research on signature-baseddigital
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forensic approaches is still in the early stages. We propose the following directions
for future research:

– Definition of criminal user behavior on digital devices. The research will
focus on what kind of user activities should be defined as the user activity
model.

– User activityevent matching algorithm. Since the collected sequences of user
events are varying, it is difficult to define an activity as a sequence of events.
Thus, a formalized algorithm for activityevent matching is required.

– Research on efficient activity signature databases. The database could involve
technologies such as cloud computing and in-memory computing to improve
the query speed.

– Automated and generalized signature generation algorithm. In this paper, the
signature generation still requires investigators to define variables manually.
In future work, the generation procedure could be automated using a string
pattern recognition approach with improved retrieval rate and accuracy.

– Fast signature matching algorithm. Querying all the signatures extracted
from a crime scene still requires an excessive amount of time. It is necessary
to develop a fast signature algorithm without sacrificing the accuracy and
retrieval rate.
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